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A novel 45-channel electron spectrometer for high intensity laser-plasma
interaction studies
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We have developed a magnetic spectrometer to characterize the hot electrons generated in
high-intensity (.1018W/cm2) laser-plasma interaction experiments. It comprises a dispersive
element consisting of a permanent dipole magnet and an electron detector incorporating 45
scintillating/light-guiding plastic fibers connected to a cooled charged-coupled device camera. The
main features of this instrument are high spectral resolution, low sensitivity to x andg rays, and
versatility due to its compact design. Performance and operational capabilities are illustrated based
on experimental results in which electron energy–spectra in the range of 520 keV to 12.6 MeV were
obtained with an energy resolution of 10% and a detection threshold of 106 electrons per MeV.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~00!04804-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the generation of multi-MeV electrons in t
interaction of ultraintense laser pulses with plasma has
tracted a lot of attention.1–11 One key issue associated wi
this process is the mechanism leading to the acceleratio
electrons to multi-MeV energies. In order to be able to e
cidate this point, detailed information on their angular a
energy distribution is necessary. A number of diagnos
techniques have been developed to obtain
information.2–10 In most of these studies, an electron spe
trometer was used in which the dispersive element wa
static magnetic field while the detectors employed were o
different type. They included, for example, thick silico
diodes,4 surface barrier detectors,5 uncalibrated scintillating
screens,6 or combination of scintillators connected
photomultipliers.5,10 In this article, we describe a new type o
magnetic spectrometer in which the dispersive element~di-
pole magnet! and the electronic part of the detector a
physically separated. The detector is an array of scintillat
fibers and therefore, the number of channels and co
quently the energy resolution is considerably increased c
pared to previous schemes.4,5 The advantages of this desig
are compactness, suitability for operation in vacuum, a
high energy resolution. Furthermore, since the electron
tectors~scintillating fibers! discriminate against x andg rays
that are simultaneously generated to a large extent
Bremsstrahlung, the background signal in the output is ra
low.

A schematic drawing of the spectrometer setup is sho
in Fig. 1. The electrons pass through a collimator, wh
blocks the main part of the electron beam and through
aperture lets only a small fraction enter the permanent dip
magnet. Subsequently, they are dispersed according to
energy and those electrons striking the scintillating fib
produce a light signal that is proportional to their number
the respective energy range. The thus generated light si
1640034-6748/2000/71(4)/1642/4/$17.00
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is guided by total reflection in the fibers to a charge coup
device ~CCD! camera where it is read out. A fiber optic
window which is glued directly to the CCD chip provides th
connection between the fiber ends and the chip. From
recorded image of the fiber array, the energy spectrum ca
deduced. In what follows, the description and operatio
characteristics of the various components is explained in
ther detail.

A photograph of the partially dismantled spectrome
~without the collimator and with bare scintillating fibers! is
shown in Fig. 2.

II. DISPERSIVE ELEMENT: DIPOLE MAGNET

The permanent dipole magnet utilized to disperse
electrons according to their kinetic energy consists of a
and a bottom array of magnets. Each array is composed o
pieces of 1-cm-thick ferrite permanent magnets placed o
1-cm-thick iron plate and covered by a 3-mm-thick alum
num sheet. The dimensions of each pole face are 12.5 cm
22.5 cm. The two poles are connected by a 1.5-cm-thick i
yoke providing a 1.5 cm gap between them. The ove
height of the spectrometer is 6.5 cm. The magnetic fi
reaches a maximum field strength of 150 mT. It was map
out with a Hall probe over a grid of 1 cm31 cm lateral
length. The projected electron trajectories were computed
ray tracing using a two-dimensional interpolation method
the magnetic field and calculating the deflection angle
cording to the Lorentz force@see Fig. 3~a!#. The dispersion
relation deduced from these trajectories depends on the
netic energyT and can be fitted by a function of the form
DT/Dx5a1b Tc, wherea, b, andc are fitting parameters
and x the distance along the dispersion direction@see Fig.
3~b!#. For an infinitely small aperture diameter, the theore
cal energy resolution isDT/T5(df /T)DT/Dx with df the
fiber diameter. Fordf51 mm, this leads to a theoretical en
ergy resolution of 1%–2%@see also Fig. 3~b!#.
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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1643Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 4, April 2000 45-channel electron spectrometer
Depending on the collecting solid angle subtended
the entrance aperture the resolution worsens in the exp
ment due to the divergence of the incoming electron be
In the case of the measurement described in Sec. IV, we
a 5 mm aperture that was placed 14 cm away from the in
action region resulting in an acceptance solid angle of 1 m
This arrangement leads to an energy resolution of ab
10%.

III. ELECTRON DETECTOR: SCINTILLATING FIBERS
COUPLED TO A CCD CAMERA

The electrons are detected by round scintillating pla
fibers with 1 mm diameter. We chose these fibers for t
reasons. First, they are made of a material with a low ato
number and consequently they are relatively insensitive
the x- and g-ray background12 copiously produced via
Bremsstrahlung in this kind of experiment. Hence, a lar
scale shielding of the detector is not required. Second, s
these plastic fibers are very flexible, they allow easy rep
tioning of the spectrometer in the vacuum chamber. They
of the type BCF-12 manufactured by Bicron, Saint-Gob
Industrial Ceramics, Inc. Data concerning these fibers w
taken from Ref. 13. They are equally spaced at the exit of
spectrometer and placed perpendicularly to the plane of

FIG. 1. Schematic of the electron spectrometer setup.

FIG. 2. Photograph of the electron spectrometer. The length of the
bundle is 45 cm.
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electron movement~see Fig. 1!. The fiber bundle is 45 cm
long and guides the scintillation light to the wall of th
vacuum chamber where a 16-bit Photometrics CCD cam
with a fiber optics interface is attached.14 Their ends are
glued in matrix arrangement into an aluminum plate us
the optical cement Bicron BC-600 and the surface of
plate including the tips of the fibers are mechanically p
ished ~see Fig. 2!. This plate is slightly pressed against
fiber optics interface that is glued to the 1 in. CCD chip
type SIA003AF by Scientific Imaging Technologies, Inc.15 A
thin film of the silicon optical grease Bicron BC-630 is a
plied between mask and fiber optics. The refraction index
this grease comes close to the corresponding values for
fibers as well as for the fiber optics so that the light loss d
to reflection at the interface between the end of the fibers
the fiber optics is reduced. The fibers are complet
wrapped into black tape Bicron BC-638 in order to prote
them against stray light.

When the dispersed electrons traverse these fibers,
deposit an amount of energy between 235 and 150 keV
pending on their initial kinetic energy. These values we
calculated by means of the Monte Carlo code GEANT,16 a
detector simulation tool originally designed for high-ener
physics. The energy lost is converted into 8000 photons
MeV. About 4% of this light is funneled into the fiber b
total internal reflection.13,17 Due to absorption, with corre
sponding absorption (1/e) length of 220 cm, 20% of this
forward-coupled light is lost. Therefore, each electron giv
rise to about 50 photons that reach the CCD camera.
chip has a mean quantum efficiency of 12% in the range
the spectrum that is emitted by the scintillation process. T
mean photon energy of the spectrum is 2.8 eV. Moreover
energy of 3.65 eV is required to create an electron-hole p
in a silicon semiconductor and the camera gain amount
5.1 electric charges per CCD count. Thus, on the whole e
detected electron gives rise to 0.7–1.1 CCD counts depe
ing on its kinetic energy. This value must be downgraded
about 25% as our absolute calibration with a137Cs b source
revealed.

er

FIG. 3. ~a! Electron trajectories in the magnetic spectrometer. The squ
with the label Cu indicates the position of the copper block used for no
measurements~see Sec. IV!. ~b! Dispersion relation~ray tracing results de-
picted by filled circles and fit by solid line, respectively! and energy reso-
lution assuming an infinite small aperture~open squares and dotted line!.
 license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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1644 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 4, April 2000 Gahn et al.
Figure 4 shows an image recorded by the CCD cam
in the experiment described in Sec. IV. The shining fib
ends can clearly be seen. The hollow structure seen in
line-out image of the individual fibers on the right is due
the light propagating characteristics in the multimode fib
The lineout also indicates that the fibers are sufficiently w
separated that crosstalk on the CCD chip can be exclu
Indeed, the crosstalk between adjacent fibers due to l
escaping from one fiber and entering the other was foun
be less than 5%. For this measurement we coupled two
by side lying fibers to a multichannel photomultiplier, plac
106Ru b source on one fiber, and looked for coincident s
nals on both fibers using a gated analog-to-digital conver

The data analysis is automated with a program on a d
cated PC that integrates the signal from the individual pix
within a square encircling each fiber.

IV. OPERATION IN A LASER-PLASMA EXPERIMENT

An experiment11 in which the spectrometer describe
here played an important role was carried out using the
vanced Ti:sapphire laser~ATLAS! at the Max-Planck-
Institut für Quantenoptik that delivers 200 fs, 250 mJ puls
at 790 nm. The laser beam was focused with anf /3 off-axis
parabolic mirror to a spot of 15mm in diameter containing
85% of the total energy. The double-Gaussian intensity p
file has a peak value of 431018W/cm2. The focus was
placed at the edge of a free expansion argon gas jet prov
by a high pressure gas nozzle of the type characterize
Ref. 18. The jet pressure reached a maximum of 0.5 bar

The spectrometer was placed in laser beam direction
cm away from the interaction region. An aperture made
8-mm-thick copper with a 5 mmhole collimated the elec
trons. A wall made out of 3 cm lead protected the fibe
against direct bombardment by electrons outside of the s
trometer. In order to measure the signal caused by ba
ground radiation, the aperture was replaced by an iden
piece of copper without a hole. Figure 5 shows a typi
spectrum that we obtained after integrating over the pix
encircled by each fiber, subtracting the background from
signal and taking into consideration the dispersion relat
given in Fig. 3 as well as the detector efficiency derived
Sec. III. The error bar for the electron number is associa
with shot-to-shot fluctuations, the error bar for the kine
energy is due to the angular spread of the electron beam~see
Sec. II!. In addition, the signal-to-background ratio is give
It reaches a maximum of 40 in the low energy part of t

FIG. 4. Signals of the scintillating fibers recorded by the CCD came
image~on the left! ~the second fiber in the upper left corner is missing d
to a misalignment during the gluing! and line-out of the row indicated by the
white arrow~on the right!.
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spectrum and drops to 1 in the high energy tail where
electron number is lower than 106 per MeV. By means of a
small size copper block that was inserted into the spectr
eter as shown in Fig. 3, we could estimate the influence
scattered electrons on the measured signal. Its position
such that it obstructed the lower part of the spectrum c
taining the electrons with an energy of up to 1 MeV, b
allowed scattered electrons to access the blocked fibers
fact, the signal was now reduced to the background le
mentioned before. Since the plastic fibers are flexible,
spectrometer could be rotated horizontally as well as ve
cally around the interaction region up to an angle of 1
relative to the laser beam direction thus allowing measu
ments of the angular dependence of the electron energy
tribution.

V. DISCUSSION

The usage of the spectrometer described here is no
stricted to experiments of the above mentioned gas-jet ty
but it can also be used in studies of laser interaction w
solid targets. Modifications can be easily implemented
meet some special requirements associated with a spe
experiment. For example, the number of energy chann
available can be increased if an image reducer is use
connection with the CCD detector instead of a straight pi
of fiber optics. In addition, if a different field strength of th
dipole magnet is chosen, another part of the energy spec
can be measured.
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